LETTER OF MOTIVATION
At the age when most kids in the society watch cartoon channel &
entertaining movies, I grew watching movies like “Apollo 13”, “The
Aviator”, & documentary like “One Six right”. It was inevitable for me
not to be awed by the “Aviation technological advancements”. The
fascination towards the same propelled me to take miniature steps
during my early days like discussing at length with the teachers &
friends at school.
My vision at the age of 16 was as clear as water that I wanted to be an
engineer, because building things came natural to me and aviation had
captivated me totally at that time. Since then, I’ve always believed
working hard towards anything you like or love doesn’t exhaust the
preserved energy. My self-motivation and unconditional support from
my grandparents made me barge out in flying colors in my secondary
schooling. My grandparents played a significant role in my success
during my childhood and not my parents because most of the time they
were travelling across the country relentlessly in order to serve the
nation (Indian Armed Force). During my higher secondary education, I
was devastated due to my grandmother’s sad demise and that affected
my scores a little (only 63% in my 12th) temporarily.
It took a while for me to rekindle my momentary deviation from my
ultimate dream of my life. And, then I bounced back in the bandwagon
with more grit, perseverance & stronger determination than ever
before. I proved the same prowess not just in my academics but also in
other areas like once I challenged myself to reduce my body fat and I
succeeded quintessentially from 30% to 19%(84Kgs to 72Kgs) in just 4
months. This as a result had a profound impact on my belief system – I
learnt how grit, perseverance & determination could turn things around
within time limits.
After I joined my Engineering in one of the reputed technical institution
in Bangalore – NITTE Meenakshi Institute of Technology I realized how
important it is to have erudite professors who could mentor you
personally and help you in taking right steps to achieve the greater

good. Fortunately, under the guidance of such eminent professors I was
bestowed an opportunity to do an Internship at a revered organization
NAL (National Aerospace Laboratories). In the same period I also
attended an industrial training at HAL (Hindustan Aeronautics Limited –
Governed by Ministry of Defense, India). Eventually, in the final year of
my engineering I decided to work on my project at a prestigious
research Institute IISC (Indian Institute of Science – Aerospace
Department).
The culmination of various experiences in my life so far in distinct
stages has been vivacious. These experiences and lessons that I have
learnt in my life till date have fueled my aspirations remarkably. My
desire to gain further knowledge in the fields of ‘Advanced Turbine
Lifting Airship’, ‘XYZ’, & ‘ABC’ advocate my decision to pursue my
masters in ********. Fortuitously, I visited AERO SHOW 2017 in
Bangalore, & I observed Cranfield University had participated in the
same event. Since that moment I have put all my might to do complete
research on the University’s industrial connections in India & other
countries in equal symmetry, professors’ accomplishments, current
research & so forth.
The above stated reasons have augmented my intentions to pursue my
higher education at your esteemed university. And, I firmly believe that
this decision will make my dreams come true. I’d be much obliged if I’m
given an admission with financial assistance at your university.

